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How MANY topological types do polynomial mappings and polynomial map germs 
f : K”+W of degree at most k have for Db = Iw or @ and given n, p and k? This is a quite 
natural question for the study of singularities of smooth mappings. We know well about 
polynomial mappings of degree one. But, for the case of degree more than one, our 
knowledge is slight in the rich structure of polynomial mappings. In this paper we will show 
that there are infinitely many different topological types of polynomial mappings and map 
germs if n, p, k 2 3 or n 2 3, p 2 2, k 14. 
We denote the set of polynomial mappings f : K”+W of degree at most k with 
coefficients in H by P(n, p, k : W) for Dd = Iw, C, and the set of polynomial map germs 
f: (W”, O)+(ll6P, 0) of degree at most k with coefficients in H by P,,(n,p, k; K). We sayf, 
g E P&p, k; W) are topologically equivalent if there are homeomorphism 4 : K”+K” and 
$ : Kp+Kp such that f 0 4 = + 0 g and we say f, g E P&z, p, k; K) are topologically 
equivalent if there are germs of homeomorphisms 4 : (W”, O)-@‘, 0) and 
$ : (Wp, O)+@‘, 0) such that f 0 4 = IJ og. We denote the set of topological equivalence 
classes off E P(n,p, k : W), f E P&p, k : W) by P(n,p, k; @)/top, P&p, k; Q/top, re- 
spectively. R. Thorn showed that P(3,3, 12; rW)/top is an infinite set in [6]. T. Fukuda 
proved that P(n, 1, k; E&)/top, P&z, 1, k; Db)/top are finite sets for D6 = [w, @ and any 
positive integers n, k in [2]. Recently K. Aoki has proved that P,(2,2, k; W)/top is a Qnite 
set for K = [w, @ and any positive integer k in [l]. This is an affirmative answer to the 
conjecture of R. Thorn that P(n, 2, k; Dd)/top are finite set (see e.g. [2]). This result has been 
generalized by C. Sabbah. He has shown that P(2, p, k; Q/top, P,(2, p, k; Q/top are finite 
sets for any positive integers p, k in [4] as a consequence of a general result of analytic 
mappings given in [5]. The purpose of this paper is, on the contrary, to prove the following 
theorem which has been announced in [3]. 
THEOREM. P(n,p, k; W)/top, P,,(n,p, k; Q/top are infinite sets if n, p, k 2 3 or n 2 3, 
p 12, k 2 4. 
In this paper we consider the following mappings: 
Case 1. (n,p, k) = (3,2,4). f, : K3+H2 is defined by 
for (s, ~3, z) E K3, where e,, . . ., eb are distinct real numbers and e denotes the 6-tuple 
(e,,..., eb). For simplicity, we shall suppose throughout that e, < ez < . . . < eb. 
Case 2. (n,p, k) = (3, 3,3). g, : K3+K3 is defined by 
g,(x, _I’, z) = (@x2 + QzXJ + a,“, (u4x2 + a,g + a,v2)z, @7X2 + QXY + a9Y2)=), 
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for (s. ~3, -_) E KJ, where a,, i = 1. . ., 9 are positive numbers such that 4a,c7, - az2, 
4a,a, - ug’. 4a+ - u8’ > 0, and a denotes the 9-tuple (a,, . . . . ug). 
For other (n, p, k) than Case 1 and 2. we consider the trivial extensions F,, G, off;,. 
g,, respectively, which are defined in the following cases: 
Case 3. (n,~,k) = (3 + Y. 2 +s, 4+ t), r, s, t 2 0. F,: K3+‘+K2TJ is defined by 
F,(K Y, =, w) = cf,(.y, y, z), 0), for (.r. y, 2) E K?, w E K’. 
Case 4. (n,p,k) = (3 +r, 3+s, 3 + t), r, s, t 2 0. G,: lK3fr+K3+’ is defined by 
G&K, .v, 3, w) = (g&y, z), 0), for (x, y, z) E K3, w E K’. 
In the following sections, we show the mappings in families in Cases l-4 and their 
germs at the origin have infinitely many different topological types. 
The main tool with which we distinguish topological types of our polynomial map 
germs F,, G, are the map germs M(F,), M(G,) associated with F,, G, which are defined 
for f, in $2, for g, in $6, and in general for F,, G, in 97. If the map germs J;, 
fe, :(R3, 0)+(R2, 0) are topologically equivalent, then the associated map germs Mcf,). 
M(f,,) are conjugate in the sense of $3 (Proposition 4.1). Similar statements are proved for 
g, in $6, and for F,, G, in $7. 
Therefore, to prove the theorem, we have only to prove that MV;), M(g,) have 
infinitely many different conjugacy classes as e, a vary. This is achieved in Step 3-6 in $5, 
for Case 1. For cases 2-4, we prove this in similar ways. 
The statement in our Theorem is proved firstly for Case 1: n = 3, p = 2. k = 4, K = R, 
in $5, secondly for Case 2: n =p = k = 3, K = R, in $6, thirdly for other n, p, k than Case 
1, 2 and K = R in $7, and for 06 = C in $8. 
In 99, we mention of some examples and problems. 
In this paper “infinite sets” means sets with cardinal number of continuum. 
The phenomena stated in this paper is deeply related to Thorn’s A/-condition, and the 
primitive idea of this paper was given by Thorn in [6]. 
51. B(X, Y), C(X, Y) AND THE TANGENT CONE C,,X . 
Let Z be a topological space and z E Z. Let A’,, Y, c Z, i = 1, . . ., k be subspaces. We 
say (k + I)-tuples (X,, . ., X,, z) and (Y,, . . ., Y,, z) are equivalent if there is an open 
neighbourhood U of : in Z such that X, il U = Y, fl U, for i = 1,. . ., k. We call an 
equivalence class a germ, and the equivalence class represented by (X,, ., X,, 2) the germ 
of(X,, . . ..XJ at z in Z. 
Let X,, Y, c Z, i = 1, . ., k and z, z’ E Z. We say two germs (X,, ., X,, -_) and 
(Y,, . ., Yk. z’) are topologiculf~v equivalent if there are an open neighbourhood U of z in 
Z and a homeomorphism h : U-+/r(U) c Z such that h(z) = z’, h(U) is open in Z and 
the germ (h(X, II U), . . ., h(X, fl U), h(z)) coincides with the germ (Y,, . ., Y,, z’). 
Let X, Y c Z and x EX. We say Y is locally trivial along X at x if there is an open 
neighbourhood U of x in X such that two germs (X, Y, x’) and (X, Y, .y”) are topologically 
equivalent for any x’, x”EUflX. 
The sets B(X, Y), C(X, Y) defined in the following play the essential role throughout 
this paper: 
B(X, Y) is the set of points x EX at which Y is not locally trivial along X, 
C(X, Y) is the set of points .K E X at which Y is not locally connected. 
Here we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The germs (B(X, Y), z), (C(X, Y). z) do not depend on a choice of 
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representative X, Y c Z of the germs (X, Y, z) but on the germ (X, Y, z), and are compatible 
with the topological equivalence relation of germs. 
Let X c Iw” be a topological subspace. We define the tangent cone C,,X of X at 0 E R 
by the set of limits of all sequences a,x, such that ai > 0, xi E X and xi tends to 0 E R” as 
i tends to infinity. Clearly C,X is invariant under scalar multiplication by a positive 
number, and if 0 $x, then C,X = 8. Let S”-I be the unit sphere centred at 0 E 88” and let 
8=C,XflS-‘. Let CX={AXER~[~~O,XEX}. 
Now we have the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For any subset X c R”, 2 c S”- ’ is a closed subset. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let X c R” be a subset. For any open set U c S”- ’ with X c U, there 
is an open neighbourhood V of 0 in R” such that X fl V c CU fl V. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X c R” be a subset. If C({O>, X - (0)) = 8, then 8 E S”-’ is 
connected and C({O}, C’f - (0)) = 8. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Let x E a = C&X ll S”- ‘. Then there is a sequence xi E 2, 
i = 1,. . .,x,+x. Since xi E 2, there are sequences ai,k > 0, k = 1,2, . . . and Xi, E X, 
k = 1,2, . . . such that xLk+O E Iw” and a,si,k-+xi as k +co, for any i. Let ci > 0 be a 
sequence convergent o 0. Then there is a sequence k,, i = 1,2, :. . of positive integers such 
that [x,.J 5 ti and (ai,k,xi,ki - xi/ 5 ei. Since xi-+x, there is a positive integer m, such that 
(x - x,1 < c for any m 2 m,. We take a sequence of positive numbers ai,& and a sequence 
X+ E X. Then Ix,.&, ( 5 ei+O, and (X - aik,Xi,ki) g IX - Xi( i- /Xi = ai&,Xj,&I s 6 i- L, for i 2 M,. 
Since t;+O, we have c + E, < 26 for any large i. So it follows that Ix - a,&ixi,&,l-+O as i-0. 
By the definition of C~, we have x E C,X. 
Proof of Proposition 1.3. We assume that, for any open neighbourhood V of 0 in R”, 
X fl V q! CU fl V. Then there is a sequence X~E X - CU such that xi+O. Let ai, i = 1,2, . . . 
be a sequence of positive numbers such that a,+ E S”- ‘. Then aGi $ U and a,x, has a cluster 
point x ES”-’ - U. By the definition, we have x E C&X fl s”-’ = 2, and this is a 
contradiction to our choice of U. 
Proof of Proposition 1.4. We assume that _? is contained in a disjoint union of open 
subsets U,, U, c S”-‘. By Proposition 2.3, X fl U c C(U’ U U,) /l U for any small open 
neighbourhood U of 0 in R”, from which we have (X - (0)) fl U t (C(U, U U,) - 
(0)) fl U. Then r.h.s. of the inclusion is the disjoint union of open sets (CUi - (0)) n U. 
By the assumption of the proposition that C((O), X - (0)) = 0, there is a sufficiently small 
open neighbourhood U of 0 in R” such that (X - (0)) fl U is connected. Then we have 
(x - (0)) n u c (cu, - (0)) f or i = 1 or 2, and by taking the tangent cone of both sides 
of the inclusion at 0 E [w”, we have Cr,X c Coi, from which we have 8 t U,. This shows 
that 2 is connected in S”-‘. 
Let X c @” be a subset. We define the complex tangent cone C&I’ of X at 0 E 6” as 
the set of limits of all sequences aixi such that ai E C, a, # 0, X~E X and xi+O. Let 
_?c t @P”-’ denote the image of Cc,X - (0) under the projection n : @” - (O}+@P”-‘. 
For the complex case, we have similar statements to the real case. Let P : S*“-‘+@Pn-’ 
be the projection. Then we have P(f) = zc for any X c C”. 
52. MAIN LEMMAS 
From now on, we restrict ourselves to study of Case 1 and germs until $6. The other 
cases can be studied in similar ways. 
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Let f, : (R’, O)+(R’. 0) be the map germs in the beginning, defined by 
- y)(qx - y)(e,x - y), (e,x - y)(e5.u - J.)(e,s - J,)z). 
for (x, y, z) E R3, where e,, . . ., e6 are real numbers and all distinct and e stands for 6-tuple 
(e,, . . ., eJ. Let Z = ((0.0, z) E R3). 
LEMMA 2.1. The set of singular points off, is 
CY;) = Z U ( ’ I =&J5 6 {e,x -Y = 0, = = 0) ) , 
the set of critical values is 
Dcf,) = {(u, v) E R2(v = 0) 
and 
e,x-y =O,z =0} . 
And the restrictionf,lC(f,) maps the three fines {e,x - y = 0, z = 0}, i = 4, 5. 6 onto the line 
Dcf,), but collapses Z to the origin. 
Proof. Let a(x, y) = (e,x - y)(e,x - y)(e,x - y), b(x, y) = (e4x - p)(e,x - y)(e,x - 
y). Then the jacobian matrix off, is 
where a, = aalax, a.” = aajay, b, = ab/a,V and by = abja,. Firstly if b(x, y) # 0 then we have 
a non singular point unless a, = ay = 0. But this occurs only at x = y = 0, since a has 
distinct factors, safe is non singular. Secondly if z # 0, (x, y) # (0,O) and b(.u, y) = 0, then 
we can show that 
So f, is non singular 
Conversely we can see that rank df&,,,, :) = 0 and rank df,,,,rY,O, = 1 for i = 4, 5.6, x # 0. 
This proves the first statement. The other statements follow from easy calculations. 
Let S’ denote the unit sphere in R2 centred at the origin. For p = (cos 8, sin 8) E S’. 
let L,,(&,) denote the ray from the origin through p. Let h, : R+R be defined by 
(e,--m)(e2-m)(e3-m) 
he(m) = (e4 - m)(e, - m)(e, - m)’ 
Then we have 
LEMMA 2.2. 
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B(f,-‘(O),f,-‘(L,)) = {d, . tan 8, . . ., d,. tan 0, 0) c Z, 
where d, are the extreme values of the function h,. Under the assumption e, < e, < . . . < e6, 
h, has two minimal points cl, c, and two maximal points c2, c, such that 
e, < c’ < ez < c2 < e, < e4 < c, < e, < c, < e6. Let di = h,(ci), i=l,...,4. Then 
d4 < d, < 0 < d2 < d3. imposing an open condition on e, ldil are all distinct. 
Proof. Since L,, is closed and semi algebraic,f,-‘(L,) also is closed and semi algebraic 
and in particular locally connected. Hence C(f,-‘(O),f,-‘(L,,)) = 8. 
Next we prove B(,I-‘(O),f,-‘(L,)) = {d, . tan 8, . . ., d, . tan 8, O}. Let z0 E Z - 
(d’ . tan 6, . ., d4. tan 8, O}. Let t&u, v) = v - tan 8 . u. Thenfp-‘(L,) -f,-‘(O) is a union of 
connected components of (tp of,)-‘(O) -f,-‘(O). We see that 
Igrad (t, ofe)12 = (a,. tan 6 - z . b,)’ + (a,. . tan 8 - z . b-J2 + b2, 
and (a,. tan 8 - z . bJ2 + (a!. tan 8 - z . b,)2 is, with respect to x, y of degree 4, while 
lc3(t, QJ/dzI’= b* is homogeneous of degree 6, where a(x, y, z) = (e,x - y)(e,x - 
y)(e3x-y), b(x,y,z)=(eqx-y)(e,x-y)( e,x - y) and a, = da/ax, b, = lJb /ax, a, = 
aa/ay, bJ = ab jay. Since z, is not a critical value of h, . tan 8, we have (a, . tan 8 - 
- . b,)’ + (a,. . tan 0 - z . b,)’ # 0 for any (x, y, z) with (x, y) # 0 and z close to z3. So we L
see that 
as (x, y, z)+(O, 0, z’), for z’ close to z,. This condition implies Whitney’s A regularity of 
(t,, of,)-‘(O) -f,-‘(O) over Z around zo, and the homogeneity of tp of, with respect to x, y 
implies Whitney’s B regularity. By Thorn’s first isotopy lemma, zo$Bcf,- ‘(O),f; ‘(L,)). Since 
f,-‘(O) - Z contains no singular points, we have Bcf,-‘(O),f,-‘(L,)) c Z. Combining them, 
we have 
B(f,-‘(O),f,-‘(L,)) c (d, * tan 0, . . ., d4 * tan 6, O}. 
Conversely let z, = d,. tan 0. By Thorn’s first isotopy lemma and the Whitney’s B 
regularity, the germ of f,-‘(L&f,-‘(O) at z E Z is homeomorphic to the germ of 
Z x (f-‘(L,,) fl (z’ = 2)) at (0, 0, z) for any z with z # z,, . . ., z,, 0. By a computation, we 
see that the number of connected components of the germ changes as z goes across z, in 
Z. So we have 2, E B(F,-l(O),_&-‘(L,)). 
Clearly the germ off,-‘(O) at 0 is not homeomorphic to the germ offe-‘(0) at any other 
point. So OEB(~;‘(O)J;‘(L,,)), by the definition of B(X, Y). This completes the proof 
of the first statement. The other statements follow from easy calculations. 
We define the subset MCf,)(p) c Z by 
for any p ES’. 
Remark. For general e E R6, if the function h, has no inflexion points, then AI 
is the set of 0 E Z and points z E Z such that there is a sequence xi E R3 with the following 
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properties: 
(1) 
- 
x,-z, Ofe(x,)+ L, as i + cc. 
(2) ker dfe(x,)+ T c TzR3, T zS T,Z. 
Let ! = [0 11. By a flat imbedding L : I-+&!‘, we mean a composition of a linear 
mapping J : 1: W and a homeomorphism h : R2 + R2. We remark here that any continuous 
and one to one mapping L : I+R2 is a flat imbedding. We shall need to distinguish 
imbeddings L with L(0) = 0 by topological properties of their inverse images byf;. This 
is achieved by studying the sets Bcf,-‘(0), f,-‘(L(Z))) and Cv,-‘(0), f,-‘(L(Z))). The main 
conclusion is as follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let e = (e,, . ., e,), e, < . . . < e6 and L : I + R2 be a flat imbedding. 
u 
and 
L(I) c ((24 u) E Iw21v #O} 
C&L(Z)) 1 {(u, u) E R21a < v/u < b, 0 < u, ab}, 
then 
C(f,-‘(O),f,-‘(L(Z))) = C(Z,f,-‘(L(Z))) 3 (a . 4, b . d3)( c Z-axis), 
where CJ, C(X, Y) are as in 91 and d3 is as in Lemma 2.2. 
v 
L(I) c L,, p ES’, 
(1) 
then 
and 
Proof of (1) of Lemma 2.3. In this proof, let Z denote the coordinate function on the 
source space R3, and we use cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, z), r 10 on R’ and the polar 
coordinates (r, 0), r 2 0 on lR2 which denote those points (r . sin 0, r cos 8,~) E R3 and 
(r.sin0,r.cos0)ER2, respectively. Let S’={(l,ti)~R~), pH=(l,O)ES’ and 
L,, = {(r, 0) E WI0 5 r). We call L, the ray through pe. Let --7c/2 5 fI,z rc/2, e, = tan Q,, 
i=l,..., 6. Let D = ((r, 8, z) E R310, < B < 8,, 0 < r} and Dz, = {(r, 9,~) E DIz’ 2 z). We 
can see that non singular fibres f,-‘(p), p = (r, f3), 0 < 8 < n/2 have six connected 
components, if e, < . . . < e6. We denote one of those components contained in the chamber 
D by C,,(p). Observe that there is one critical point of the coordinate function Z restricted 
on C,.(p), which we denote by S,(p). If p = (r, 0), 0 < 0 < 71/2, 0 cr. then 
Z(CQ)) = [Z(&@)), a) = R and C,(P) = &(s,@,j. Using the notation in Lemma 2.1. 
Z(S,.(r, 0)) = cl, tan 0 which depends linearly only on tan 0. From now on, we denote 
Z(S,@))) by d(B) for simplicity (see Fig. 1). 
We assume that L(I) c {(r, 0) E R2(0 5 r, 0 < 6’ <x} and the tangent cone C&(I) 
contains the open cone {(r, 0) E [w210 5 r, 0 5 8’ < 6, < H’ 5 7r/2) (the other case can be 
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te4x-y.z = 0) 
(ep-y.2 = 0) 
ce6x-y.z = 0) 
z-axis 
Fig. 1. 
proved similarly). We take real numbers 0 3, e4 with 0 5 0’ < e3 < 13~ < t12 s ~12, and let 
& = {(r, 0) E [WI1 - x/2 < 0 < e4, 0 < I}. Since A, is open in R2, L-‘(A,) is open in Z, which 
is a countable union of open intervals Z, = (tzi, tzi+ ‘), i E N, in R and rid0 as i+m. We 
denote C;=L(Z,) for HEN. Let D,=((r,8,z)~rw~le,<e<e,,z<z’,O<r}. 
We show the following two steps (1) and (2). 
(1) f,-‘(L(I)) n D+’ = i;j6-‘(Ci) n 44 is a disjoint union andf,-‘(Ci) fl D& is a 
connected component offem’(L(Z)) fl ((x, y, z) E R31z c d(e4)). 
Since d(8)= d3. tan 8, d3 >O, we see that if O< ti4< rc/2 then d(e4) <d(6), 
C,k 0) = D,,, = D,@,, and Cp(ry 0) n d&+, = 8. It is easy to see, if L(t) = (u, u) with uv 5 0 
then f,-‘(L(t)) fl D$, = 8. This shows the first statement. 
Since L is a flat imbedding and L(Z) fl D(f,) = {0}, S,-‘(L(Z)) is a locally flat 
submanifold in R3 outsidef,-‘(0). Let C =fe-‘(C,) fl D$,. It is easy to see that C is open 
in f,-'(L(Z)) -f,-‘(O), c - C c ((x, y, d(e4)) E R3), C is arcwise connected, c is compact 
and C; nf;,-‘(0) = 0. From these facts follows the second statement in (l), (see Fig. 1). 
(2) The set K of those points z E Z that there is a sequence pi l fe-‘(Ci) fl D& c R3, 
pi+z, contains the open interval (d(e3), d(e4)) in Z-axis. 
Since the tangent cone C,(L) contains ((r, 6) E R210 < 8’ < 8 < e2 c 7r/2}, L(Z) meets 
LH3 at p,=(r,,613)~C, for infinitely many iEN, and ri-+O as i-co. Let 
- E (d(e3), d(e4)) c Z, (d(B) = h,(c,) . tan 0). Since Z(C,(r, 03)) = [d(f13), co), there is a ‘. 
point p, = (Fi, 0,, z) E Cc(r,, e3) such that j&J = (li, ‘9’). Clearly Fi+O as i+ co. This shows 
that z E K. So we have shown (2). 
Now we prove the statement. Let z E K and take a neighbourhood U of z in 
((r. 8, z) E I+ < d(P)}. Th en, for any neighbourhood V of z in U,_&-‘(C) fl V fl D is not 
empty for infinitely many i E N and f,-‘(C,) fl V fl D is a union of some connected 
components off,-‘(L(Z)) fl V which do not intersect to f,-‘(O) fl V by (1). So we have 
= E Ccf;.-‘(O),J’-‘(L(Z))). By (2) and this fact, we have (d(e3), d(e4)) c K c 
Ccfc-‘(O),f;-‘(L(Z))). Since d3, e4 are arbitrarily with the condition 8’ < 19~ < 13~ < 02, we 
have (d(8’), d(fl’>) c CCf,-‘(O)J-‘(L(Z))). There remains a little to show. Let 
p Ed,-‘- Z-axis. Then f, is not singular at p. So p 4 C(f,-‘(O),f,-‘(L(Z))). This 
completes the proof. 
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Proof of (2) of Lemma 2.3. Let L : Z-rR’, L(0) =0 be a flat imbedding with 
C,L(Z) = Le, 0 5 8’ < 27~. Firstly we show that f,-‘(L(Z)) is locally trivial along Z-axis at 
any point 2 E Z - BV~-‘(0),f,-‘(L,o)). Let 6 > 0 and &0,, = {(r. 0) E [W’IO s r, 
8’ - t 2 8 S 0’ + 6 1. Let B,, 6 > 0 denote the disk centred at 0 E [w? with radius 6. By 
Proposition 1.3. for any 6 > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that L(Z) f~ B6 c A@,,. Let d,, . . d4 
be the critical values of the function f, and let Zi,, = [d, . tan(0’ - E), d, tan(B’ + t)] for 
i = 1, . ., 4. Let z. E Z - 6 I. I.L) z. # 0 and take an open interval IO containing z. in 
Z - ,$, Z,,< - (0) and let d=l {(x, y, z) E [w31z E I,}. S’ mce the critical values of coordinate 
function Z restricted on the fibre fe-‘(r, tl), (r, 0) E A@,(, 0 # 0, TC, r # 0 are 
d, . tan 0, . ., d4. tan 0 $ Z,, non singular fibres A-‘(r, 0), (r, 0) E A@,, meet each surface 
H, = {(x, y, 2’) E tqz’ = z}, z E IO transversally. By a computation, we can see that singular 
fibres fy-‘(r, 0) are smooth outside the surface Ho and they meet H,, z E IO transversally. 
We define a mapping T :f,-‘(A@,,) fl R,+(f,-‘(A@,,) fl Hz+) x IO by T(x,y, z) = (x’, y’, z), 
where (x’, y’, z) E [w3 is the point such that fr(~, y, z) =fe(x’, y’, z) and (x, y, z), (x’, _v’, z) 
are on the same connected component of f,-‘V;(X, y, z)) fl R,. Since each connected 
component off,-‘(r, 0) fl R,,, (r, 0) E A@,, meets Hz, z E Z, transversally at one point, the 
mapping T is well defined and injective. Continuity of T at (x, y, I) E~,-‘(A~,~) n &, 
(x, y) # (0,O) is trivial and continuity at (0, 0, z) E~,-‘(A~~,~) n & follows from an easy 
computation. So we have just shown that the mapping T is homeomorphism. Remark that 
T(0, 0, z) = (0, 0, z) for any z E Z,. Now we have the following commutative diagram, 
where rc is defined by II(X, y, z) =f,(x, y, zo). It is fairly easy to extend the mapping T to 
R,. Since n -‘(L(Z) fl Ba) is locally trivial along (0,O) x Z, in R3 at any point (0,O) x {z), 
2 E I,, we see that f,-‘(L(Z)x fl R, is locally trivial along Z-axis at any point in Z E Z?,,. By 
sending t to 0, it follows that fee’(L(Z)) is locally trivial along Z-axis at any point 
(O,O, z) E lR3, : # d, . tan 8, . . ., d4 . tan 8. 0. By Lemma 2.2, we have Bcf,-‘(0), 
ji-‘(L(Z))) c B(f,-‘(0), fe-‘(L&). The converse of the inclusion in above can be seen by 
counting the connected components of f,-‘(L(Z)) -f,-‘(O) fl V for small open neigh- 
bourhoods V of each points z E Z - B(j-‘(0),f,-‘(L,o)). 
From the diagram (*), we see that f,-‘(L(Z)) fl & IS arcwise connected. So we have 
CK’(O)X’(L(0)) = W-‘(O),f,-‘(L(Z))). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
53. THE SET OF COMPACT SUBSETS OF Z 
Let 2 be a metric space with a distance function d : Z x Z-+&t. Let Z” denote the set 
of all compact subsets of 2. Then Z” - (8) has the standard Hausdorff metric defined by 
for any non empty subsets A, B c Z. 
Let X be a topological space. We say a mapping S : X+Z” to be conrinuous if for any 
open set U in the metric space Z” - (01, S -‘((I U (8)) is open in X. Let x0 E X and z0 E X 
and z,’ E Z. We say two germs of continuous mappings S, S’: (A’, xo)+(Z”‘, {zo}) are 
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conjugate if there are germs of homeomorphisms #J : (X, x0)+(X, x0) and ICI : (Z, z,)+(Z, zo) 
such that the following diagram commutes, 
S:(X,x,)- (ZW, (z0)) 
“1 
S’ : (X, xg) - (ZO, t:]), 
where I++” is defined by @“(A) = $(A), A c Z. 
fj4. TOPOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE OF MAP GERMS f,& IMPLIES CONJUGACY OF THE 
ASSOCIATED MAP GERMS MC), Mu;) 
In this section we use the polar coordinates (r, 0) on R*. We denote 
&‘.@z = ((r, 0) E R*lO 5 r, 8’ < 8 c 0*}, for 8’ < 8*, and A, = A_,,. Let Lo= {(r, 0)(0 2 r}. 
Let fe : (W’, O)+(lR*;O), e = (e,, . . ., e6) E R6 be the polynomial map germs defined 
in the beginning. We define the map germ Mu,): (S’,O)+(R”, (0)) by 
M(fJ(0) = B(f;‘(O),f;‘(L,)) CZ = R, 8 ES’, where Z is the Z-axis in the source space 
of f, and the notion B(X, Y) is defined in $1. By Lemma 2.2, M(A)(e) = 
{d, + tan 8, . . ., d,. tan 8,0} with the notation in Lemma 2.2. So M(f,) is a germ of continuous 
mapping in the sense of $3. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Letfe,fe, : (R3, O)-@*, 0) be the polynomial map germs defined in $3. Zf 
< e: and f,, f,, are topologically equivalent, then the associated map 
;ei2;;;;: 2GeSjiiS’, O)+(R”, (0)) are conjugate in the sense of $3. 
Proof. We assume that there are open neighbourhoods U of 0 E R3, V of 0 E lK!* and 
homeomorphisms h : (U, O)+(h(U), 0) c (R3, 0), h’ : (V, O)+(h’(V), 0) c (R*, 0) such that 
f,(U) c F’, f,,(h( U)) c h’(V) and the following diagram commutes, 
(*) fe : (V 0) - (VT 0) 
f,,:(h(U),(;:- (h &. 0) 
Let L : Z+R*, L(0) = Q be a flat imbedding. It follows from the commutative diagrams (*) 
that 
(a) h: 
(b) h: 
(c) h: 
~30) n uxw) n u) 
-(f,;‘(O) n h(U),f;‘(h’(L(Z)) I-J h(U)) 
BE’(O) n UK’(L(Z) n U) 
+B(f,;‘(O) n h(U),f,T’(h’(L(Z)) fl h(U)) 
w-‘(O) n UK’(L(Z)) n U) 
+C(f;‘(O) f-Ih(U), f,;‘(h’(L(Z)) n h(U)) 
are homeomorphisms by Proposition 2.1. 
We prove, in the following steps, that the homeomorphism h’: V-+h’(V), h’(0) = 0 
induces&ocal homeomorphism /?: S’ + S’, h”‘(0) = OES’ 
p(8) = A’(&) c S’ for 8 E S’ (for the definition of ; 
around OES’, by 
see $1). 
(1) We may assume that h’(L,) Tl Bs = L, n B6 for small 6 > 0. 
Let p = (x, eix, O)EUE@, x # 0, i = 4, 5, 6. Then p~C(f,),f,(p) = (u, O@D(f,) with 
u # 0 (see Section 2) and the fibre off, through the point p is a union of smooth curves 
C,{(e,x -y)(qx -IJ)(e,x -y) = U, eix -y = 0}, C2 = {(e,x -y)(e,x -y)(e,x -y) = u. 
z # 0) which meet with each other at an isolated point p E R3. Topological type of the fibre 
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f;,-‘(f,@)) atp is different from the germs ofnon singular fibres off; at any point. Sincep E C.. 
we see h’V;(p)) = (u’, 0) with U’ E W. 
Let p E R3 and let ~7 denote the antipodal point of p with respect o Z-axis in W”. The 
pair (& --A’) also gives a topological equivalence off, and ji. So we may assume that u 
and U’ have the same sign by replacing (h, h’) with (F, -h’) if necessary. Therefore we 
have shown the statements in (1). 
It follows from (1) that h%) = 0 ES’. 
(2) For any positive number E, there is a positive number 6 such that C,h’(A,) c A,. 
We assume that there is a positive number 6 such that for any positive number 6, 
C,h’(A,) q! A,. By proposition 1.3, the set hx c S’ is connected. and by (G) 3 0. 
So there is a number 0 E R such that 0 < c < 18) < 2.5 and the associated point 8 E S’ is 
contained in z By the definition of G,’ we can take a sequence X, E h’(A,) such 
that x,+0, O_+ L, as i + a. Let L be the piecewise linear arc x,,s, Then clearly 
CJ, = Le. We may assume L - {0} c {(u, v)EIR~~v # 0). By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 
we have 
(d) B(f,;‘(O), f;‘(1)) = {d,(e’) . tan t3, . . ., d’(e’) . tan 6,0} c Z-axis = R. 
(e) C(f;r’(O),f;‘(L)) = NG’(O),f,;‘(L)). with the notations in Lemma 2.2. Choosing 
t small enough, Ecf;‘(O),f;l’(L)) c h(U) nfp;‘(O). Since h’-‘(x,) E Ad for any i, h’-1(L) 
contains a point 8’ E S’, 8’ E [ - 6,6] by Proposition 1.2. By Proposition 1.3, hq) c S’ 
is connected. By the same argument as in (l), we see h’-‘(L) - (01 c {(u, v) E iw’lv # 0). 
If h-) contains an open interval (0”, o”‘), 0”. 0”’ > 0 in (-26,26) c S’, then 
C(J-‘(O),f,-‘(h’-‘(L))) contains the open interval (4(e). tan 8”, d,(e) tan 0”‘) in Z by 
Lemma 2.3, where d,(e) is non zero number given in Lemma 2.2. Choosing the positive 
number 6 small enough, we have (4(e). tan 0”, d,(e) tan 0”‘) c Z fl U c f;,-‘(O) n U. By 
(e) and (2) of lemma 2.3, C(f;‘(O),f;‘(L)) consists of finite points. and by (c), 
C(ji-‘(0) n U,f;.-‘(h’-‘(L)) fl U) also consists of finite points in Z-axis. On the other 
hand, we have shown in above that C(f,-‘(0) n U,fe-‘(h’-‘(L)) n U) contains an open 
interval in Z n U cf,-‘(0) n U. 
This is a contradiction. So it follows that I;-) = {e’} c S’, O’E[- 6.61. 
If the positive number 6 is small enough, then 
~(f;.-‘(0) n U,f,:-‘(h’-‘(L)) fl U) = (d,(e). tan 0’, . . ., d,(e). tan 0”, 0) c Z n U, 
by (2) of Lemma 2.3, and 
# h-‘({d,(e’) . tan 8,. . ., d,(e’) tan 8, O}). 
This is a contradiction to (b). So it follows that C,,h’(A,) c A, for any small positive 
number 6. 
(3) p is well defined and a local homeomorphism at 0~s’. 
Let 6, 6 > 0 be as in above. Let L, c A&B E (-6,6)). Then C,,h’(L,) c A,. Let 
0’ E hyf,) c (-6, c). By a similar argument to one in (2), we can prove that. for any 
positive number 6’. there is a positive number 6’ such that (0 - 6’. 6’ + 6’) c (-S, S) and 
h’(4, - r)‘. I+<)’ -) c (d’ -t’, 0’+ c’) c S’. This shows that h;: S’-+S’, h’(0) = 0 ES’ is well 
defined. 
By the definition of F, we have 
I?((0 - S’, 8 + 6’)) c hGh,) c (d’-t’,O’+r’) c S’. 
This shows that 17 is continuous on (-6,s) c S’ 
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Similarly we can show that 
So p is a homeomorphism on (-6,6) c S’. 
(4) Now we prove the proposition. To show M(f,), M(f,.) are conjugate, it suffices to 
show the commutativity of the following diagram, 
M(f,): S’- Z” = (fe-‘(Ww 
fiil 1 hW 
iv(&): S’ - Z” = cc VW. 
This follows from (b) and (2) of Lemma 2.3. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Here we remark that the hypothesis of the proposition that e, c . . . < e6, e; < . . . < ei 
can be removed. 
55. Pd3.2.4; R)/TOP IS AN INFINITE SET 
Proof. Letf,: (R3, 0)+(R2, 0), e = (e,, . . ., e6) E W’, be the polynomial map germs defined 
by 
.L(x, Y, z> = ((w - y)(e2x - ykx - Y ), 
for (x, y, 2) c R3. Let Z = ((0, 0, z) E R3) and E+ = {e = (e,, . . ., e6) E W[e, < . . . < e6}. We 
prove that fC have infinitely many different topological types as e varies in E+, in the 
following Steps l-6. 
Step 1. By Proposition 4.1, if the germs off,,f,., e, e’ E E+ at 0 E lR3 are topologically 
equivalent, then the associated map germs M(f,), M(f,,): (S’, O)+(Zw, {O}) are conjugate, 
i.e. there are germs of homeomorphisms h: (S’, O)+(S’, 0) and h’: (Z, O)+(Z, 0) such that 
(A’)‘” c M(f;,) = M(f,.) 0 h holds as germs at 0 ES’, where (h’)“(A) = h’(A) for A E Z and 
M(f;,)(e) = {d,(e). tan 0, . . ., d,(e) . tan 8,0} for 0 E S’, and d,(e) are as in Lemma 2.2. 
Step 2. Define a(i) by 
(*I d&e’) f tan h(0) = h’(d,(e) * tan 0), 
for i = 1,. . ., 4 with an arbitrary small 8. Let E > 0 with I&e’). tan 8 - d,(e’) . tan 01 > 2~ 
for any 15i<jj4 and 6>0 be a number such that if )8’-81<6 then 
Idi . tan h(e’) - d,(e’) . tan h(e)1 < c and Ih’(d,(e) . tan 0’) - h’(d,(e) . tan e)l c 6 for 
i= 1,. . ., 4. Since M(f,.)h(fY) = h(M(f,)(e’), (*) holds for 8’ with 18’ - 01 < 6, hence for ttl, 
t 2 0. The germ of homeomorphism h’ must satisfy the order relation of di(e).tan 8, 
i=l,... .4, so (*) holds for to, t I 0, hence for any small 0 E 9. 
Step 3. Let 1 s i,j, k 5 4 such that Idi(e)/4(e)l, Id,(e)/&(e)1 < 1. Define two sequences t3,, 
4, in S’ convergent o 0, by 
(1) 
d,(e) . tan 4, + , = d,(e) . tan c#I,, (2) 
and 8, = C#I~ = a with an arbitrary small a > 0. 
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In Step 2, we have proved (*) holds for i = 1, . . 4 and any small 8 E S’. Using this 
equality. it follows from (1) and (2) that 
4 ,,(e’) tan NQ,+ 0 = 4&e’) tan h(B,) (1)’ 
4de ‘1 .tan h (A + J = d,,,,(e ‘1 . tan h (4,) (2)’ 
Clearly f3,, 4,-O as r, s +‘x: 
Step 4. Clearly subsequences f&, & are monotone and positive. We define an 
increasing sequence pr of positive integers, by 
Then we have 
By ( 1) and (2), we have 
(3)’ 
from which we have 
Similarly, by (l)‘, (2)’ and (3)‘, we have 
Hence 
By a similar argument we can prove (4) holds for any i, j, k with no use of the assumption 
on 4(e), 4(j), d,Je) in the beginning of this step but only the assumption that they are all 
distinct. 
skp 5. 
takrs ir$nitely man_v &ferent vulues as e = (e,, . ., e,), e, < e, < . < eh caries.Jbr some i. 
j, k, I g i, j, k 5 4. 
Pwc$ We assume that 
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is constant for (e,, . . ., e,), ei < . . . < e@ Since 
we see 
adi/&, adk/&, --- 
Ki,j,k, / = 
log Idi/- 1% IdkJ 4 4 
log Idi - log 141 = adJae, ad,lae, 
4 4 
is constant for (e,, . . ., e6). By a direct computation, we have 
a/&pi(e) = a/&,&) = d,(c, - e,) - I 
for 1 = 4, 5,6, so 
~ijk,=(ci-~e,)_‘-(ck-e~)-’ 
., . (ci-e,)-‘-(cj-e,)-’ 
is constant for any i, j, k, 1 2 i, j, k s 4, 1 = 4, 5, 6 and (e,, . . ., e6). Ckarly Ki,j,k,l iS a 
continuous function defined on E+ = {e = (e,, . . ., e6) E @‘le, < . . . < e6>. But this con- 
tradicts with the fact: If e, < . . . < e6, then e, < c, < e, c c, < e3 < e4 < c3 < e5 < c, < e6 and 
(c, - e4)-‘(c3 - e4)-’ 1 
K 
1.293.4’ (c, _e4)-I _(c2_e4)-l <;;:I$, ;;y;;:: co. 
Step 6. We denote 
di,, k(e) = 10gdI: $$ . el I 
Suppose that the germs of_&,&, e, e’ E E + at 0 are topologically equivalent, and in addition 
that Idi(c)I(ldi(e’)l) are all distinct. Then di,j,k(e) = da~,~,o~j~,dk~(e’) for any 1 g i, j, k s 4, by 
S?ep 4. Clearly djJ.k(e), I 5 i, j, k 2 4 takes at most 24 distinct values for a fixed e E E+, 
while dc.f.k,(e) takes infinitely many different values as e varies in E+ for some 1 s i’,j’, 
k’ s 4, by Step 5. Therefore the germs off,, e E E + at 0 takes infinitely many different 
topological types as e varies in E+. This completes the proof of the statement in this 
section. 
$6. P&3,3,3, R)/TOP IS AN INFINITE SET 
We prove that the polynomial map germs g,: (R3, 0)+(R3, 0) of degree 3 have infinitely 
many different topological types. The proof is so similar to one for the map germsf, in 
$2-5 that we omit the proof of some statements. 
Let g,: (FP, 0)+X3, 0), a = (a,, . . ., as) E R9 be the polynomial map germs defined by 
&(X, y, =) = (a$* +  a,xy + a3y2, @24X2 + u,xy + u6y2)z, 
(+x2 + a,xy + u,$)z), 
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for (x, y, 2) E R3. Let Ureg be the set of points a = (a,, ., as) E R9 such that a,, . . a, > 0, 
4a,u, - a?‘, 4u,u, - u4*, 4u,u, - a,’ > 0 and the ratios (a, : a2 : u3), (a4 : a, : u,J. (a, : a, : a,) are 
all distinct. If a E U_, then uqx’ + U,XJJ + u,y’, u,x* + u8.uy + a,~’ > 0 for (s. ~3) # (0.0). 
We consider the mapping h,: RP’+RP’ which is defined by /z,(.Y :x) = 
(u4x2 + u,.ry + a&$ : u,x* + u,xy + u,y*) for (x : y) E [WI”. It is easy to see that h, has two 
critical points c,,,, co,M E RP’ such that Zm(%) = [h,(c,,), ha(cJ] c RP’ which is an 
interval with respect o the coordinates u/u on the target space RP’ which denote the points 
(U : u) E RP’. We denote h,(c,,,) = da,,, &(c,,,,) = da++,. 
By a computation, we have 
dg,(xd/ax + y8/@) = 2(u,x* + u,xy + u,y*)d/du 
2(&X2 + a,xy + U&YZ)Zd jav + 2(&X2 + u,xy + u$)zd jaw, 
&c@Pz> = (w* + u,xy + u~*)a/dv +(u,x* + u,xy + ~~~*)a/aw, 
where (u, u, w) is the coordinate of the target space lR3. So if g,(x,y, z) # 0 then 
dg,(xa/cYx + yC?/~?y), dg,(a/az) span the affine subspace in R’ spanned by three points 
0, (a,,~‘+ u,xy + ati*, 0,O) and g,(x,y, z), and in addition if (x : y) is not critical 
points c,,,, c,.~ of h,, and z # 0 then either dg,(d/dx) or dg,(&‘Zy) spans 
T g,(x,y,,jIw3/dg,( < x8/8x + ylJ/@, c?/az > w). By this, we see that if (x, y) # (0, 0), 2 # 0 and 
(x : Y> # ca,m CaM then dg,(x, y, z) is of rank 3. Conversely, if x = y = 0 or (x, y) = c,.,, c,,.., 
or z = 0, then rank dga(x, y, z) < 3. Therefore we have seen that the set of critical points 
of g, is 
Ck,> = (<XT Y, z) E ~31(xt Y> z (0, O), (x : Y) = Ln} 
u ((x5 Y, z> E R31(x, Y) z (0, O), (x : Y) = Ca,M} 
u ((x, y, z) E qx = y = 0) u {(x, y, z) E qz = o}, 
and the set of critical values of g, is 
D(g,) = {(u, u, w) E R31(u : w) = da,,, u > O> 
u (64 0, w) E R31( u : w ) = do,,,, ZJ > 0) 
u {(u, u, w) E [w3ju = w = 0, u > 01, 
and 
g,-‘(O) = z 
where Z denotes the Z-axis in the source space. 
If q = (u, v, w)~lm(g,), 0 < u, 0 #u, w and (0: w) # da.,, d,,M, the g;‘(q) consists of 
four points which depend analytically on q. We can denote those points by analytical 
mappings t,,, <,,: 1m(g,) - D(g,)+R3, i = 1,2, where ta,i, t”,., are antipodal to each other 
with respect to Z-axis for i = 1,2. If q = (u, v, w) E D(g,), (0, w) # (0, 0). then g,-‘(q) 
consists of two points antipodal to each other with respect to Z-axis. Since 
g,(rx, ry, z) = r2g,(x,y, z) for r E R, we see that t,,(r*u, r*u, r’w) = P,,,(t,,,(s. y, 2)) for 
i = I,2 and since g,(x,y, rz) = QJg,(x,y, z)) for r E iw, we can take t,,, so that 
f”,,(u, rv, rw) = R,(t,,Ju, u, w)) for r # 0 and i = I, 2 and (u, U, w)Elm(g,) - D(g,). where 
P,(x,v, z) = (rx, ry, z), QJu, u, w) = (u, rv, rw) and R,(x, y, 2) = (x, y, rz). If q = 
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(u, 0,O) E R3, u > 0, then g,-‘(q) is the ellipse (a,x + + a,xy + agy2 = u, z = 0) and 
g,-‘(O) = Z-axis. 
From now on, we use the coordinate (f1?,4) on the unit sphere S2 in R3 centred at 0 
which denote the points (u, t’, up) E S2 such that (u : u : w) = (1 : 8 : I%$) and u > 0. We 
define the associated map germ M(g,): (S’, (0, O))+P', (0}) by 
M(g,)@) = Ng,-‘(O), &?-‘(&A) 
= Zk-‘(P)) = Z, 
for p E S2 c R3 and a E U,._, where LP = {zp E lR310 $ t} and we call LP the ray through p. 
Let D, = (Zm(g,) - D&J) II S2. Using the coordinates (0,4), D, = {(e, 4) E S210 # 0, 
11 E (4,.,, 4+A = W, where 9,., = GA,,, 4~., = ~,+A,, (u, : v,,,) = dn.m E RP’, 
M : II,+,) = dO,M E RP’. By the definition of M(g,), we have 
for (0, 4) ED,. 
The following Lemma 6.1,6.2 are analogues of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, for our map germs 
g l7. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let a E U,eK, PED, and LP=(tpER3)01t}. Then 
m3)4,-~(L,)) = (0 - z(t,,u, 41)~ e . z(ta,,ti, 4))) = z 
ck-‘m &AL,)) = 8, 
where Z denotes both the coordinate function and the axis in the source space R3. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let a E U,, and L: Z+R3, L(0) = 0 be aflat imbedding, i.e. a composition 
of a linear mapping L’: I+ R3 and a homeomorphism h: R3+R3. 
(1) Let U be an open neighbourhood of 0 E R3. If L(t) E g,(U) for any suficiently small 
t E Z and the tangent cone C,L(Z) of L(Z) at 0 consists of more than one ray, then 
C(g,-l(O), g,-‘(L(Z))) contains an open interval in Z n U. 
(2) V 
then 
C,L(Z) = LP, p E D, c S2, 
and 
Ck-‘(0)~ &-u(m) = ma-v-% go-‘W). 
Using Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, we can prove the next proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. Let a, a E U,,. If g,, g,, are 
associated map germs m(gJ, M(g,,): ( S’, (0, O))+(FY, 
topologicall,v equivalent. Then the 
(0)) are conjugate in the sense of33. 
Here we sketch the proof of Proposition 6.3. We assume that a, a’ E Urcg and there are 
neighbourhoods U, V of 0 in lR3 and homeomorphisms k: U +h( U) c Iw?. 11’: 
V+h’( V) c R3, h(O) = h’(0) = 0 such that g,(U) c V,g,,(h(U))~h’(V)andh’:7g,=g, -h 
on U. Then we have 
(1)’ For any open neighbourhood U of (0,O) in S2, there is an open neighbourhood V sf 
(0,O) in S2 such that h’(cv) c U (for the definitions of - and CV, see $1). 
(2)’ U, V be as in above. Let p E V and q E hTP). Then, for any open neighbourhood 
U’ of q in U, there is an open neighbourhood V’ of p in V such that h’(CV’) c U’. 
For fhe proof of (l)‘, (2)‘, see (l), (2) in the proof of Proposition 4.1. From (1)‘. (2)‘, 
it follows that p defines a homeomorphism S2 +S2by~(p)=~~SZforpEVcSL 
(see (3) in the proof of Proposition 4.1). By a similar argument to one in (4) in the proof 
of Proposition 4.1, we can show that the following diagram commutes, 
M(g,): (S’, (090)) - (ZU> (0)) 
(*) &‘l J”* 
M(g,,): (S2. (0,O)) - (ZW, {O)), 
where Z = g,-‘(O) = g;‘(O) and h; is the restriction of h to Z. This proves Proposition 6.4. 
Next we prove that g, have infinite topological types. For this purpose, we have only 
to show that M(g,) have infinitely many different conjugacy classes. For this, we define 
the new map germs MTO): (D,, (O,O))+(lR*, (0,O)) by 
a) = (Z(t,,@)), Z(L,cP))h 
for p E D, c S2, where Z is the coordinate function in R3 and fn,,, t,, are analytic mappings 
defined on D, such that g,-‘(p) = {t,,,(p), c.,(p), fa.2(P), c,,(p)). As we have already seen 
Z(t,,i(B, 4)) = e.Z(t,,,(l, 4)) for (0, ~)ED, and i = 1,2 and we can see Z(t,,,(l, 4)) > 0 
for i = 1,2. 
PROPOSITION 6.3'. Let a, a’E U,e,. If g,, g,,, are lopologically equivalent, then A?(g,), 
A?(g,,) are conjugate in the sense that the following diagram commutes. 
@(g,): (Da, (030)) - (R2, (0,O)) 
(**) “‘1 1” 
p(g,J: (D,, (030)) - (R’, (0, O)), 
where h, h’, Ii’ are as in above and h” is defined respectively for each connected component 
oJ‘D, by l(x, y) = (h,(x), h,(y)) or (h&), h,(x))for (x, y)eZ' = R2 and h,: (Z, O)+(Z, 0) 
is the restriction of h to Z. 
Proof of Proposition 6.3’. Let p ED, and L, be the ray from 0 through p. Then g,-‘(L,) 
is a union of Z and two curves denoted by C,‘(L,), i = 1,2 which are straight lines in R3 
and meet Z at the points in Z of the coordinates Z(t,,(p)) respectively for i = 1. 2. AS we 
have already stated in (2) in the proof of Proposition 6.3, C,)h’(L,,) = L,;,,,, h-‘(p) E D, for 
any p E D,, close to (0,O) E S2. By a set theoretical topology, we can prove that g(;‘(h’(L,)) 
also is a union of Z and two curves denoted by C,“(h’(L,)), i = I,2 which are closures of 
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L..i(h ‘WJ - (0)) u c2,,;(h ‘Wp) - (0)) in R3 and meet Z at the points in Z of the coordin- 
ates Z(t,.,i(h’(p)) respectively for i = 1,2. Since g,, 0 h = h’ o g, on a neighbourhood of 
0 in R3, we have h(C,“(L,J) = C,“,;,,(h’(Lp)), {j(l),j(2)} = (1,2), so we have 
h,(Z(t&~))) = Z(Z,.,~&‘(~))) for any p E D, close to (0,O) E S2. Remark thatj(i), 1 = 1,2 
are dependent on the point p ED,. To prove Proposition 6.3’, it suffices to show thatj( l), 
j(2) are constant on each connected components of 0,. Clearly j(l), j(2) are locally 
constant for p ED,. D, is a union of two simply connected components 
0,’ = ((0, C#J) E D,IO < 6) and D; = ((0, 4) E D$ < 01. Soj(l), j(2) are constant on D,‘, 
D;. Define L by 4(x,, x2) = (h,(x,,,,), &(x~,,,)) for (x,, x2) E R*. Then the diagram (*“) 
commutes. 
We return to the proof of the statement of this section. Let C, denote the set of points 
p ED, where &?(g,) is not homeomorphic and ti(g,,)(p)#A (= the diagonal set of Iw’). Since 
G(g,)(& 4) = (0 .Z(t,,(l, 4), 0 .Z(&.2(l, 4))) for (0, ~)ED,, C, is the set of points (&4) 
such that 4 is an extreme point of the function K,(4) = Z(t,,,(l, r$))/Z(t,,(l, 4)) and 
K,(4) # 1. Singular fibre on 9 ED&), q # 0 consists of two antipodal points with respect 
to Z-axis, and g,-I@), p ED, tends to g,-‘(q) as p tends to q. So the function K, tends 
to 1 as 4 tends to 4,,,, 4rr.M ER. If we impose an open condition, there are two points (x’, 
y’), (x”, y”) # (0, 0), (x’:y’) # (x”:y”) such that ratio (a,~* + a,xy + ag2: 
u4x2 + a,xy + a&': Q,X* + a,xy + c&g*) coincides with each other for (x, y) = (x’, y’), (x”, 
4”‘). Then there is a positive number r such that gJx’, y’, z) = g,(rx’, ry’? z) = p. We may 
assume p = (f$,, &,)ES~. Four points in g,-‘(p) have the same Z coordinate, so K,(&,) = 1 
by the definition. From these we see that K, takes at least two extreme points whose 
extreme values are not 1. We denote the largest and the smallest extreme points by 40.1 
and @o,?.Y respectively. 
By the commutativity of the diagram (**), we see that p(C,) = C,,, and the commuta- 
tive diagram (*) in the proof of Proposition 63, the following diagram commutes, 
w&)p,: (Cm a ON - (Z”, (0)) 
t***j “‘1 
md)lCd: (Cd, 640)) - (ZO, ib;,. 
Let Cd = (Ca.~.i)rEO,~... 3 G.2 = (C,,2,i)i=o,1,. be the sequences of positive numbers con- 
vergent to 0 E R defined by 
C Cl.l.0 = c ’ 0, CA + 1 = K(4oJl . co,~,i, 
cllz.0 = c ’ 0, ca.2.i + I = K(4,.2)1. ca2,ir 
where [x] = min (x, l/x} (and K, > 0). We define the sequences c,,,~, c,,., with Ca,.i,o = h,(c), 
similarly for a'. By the diagram (***), we have 
fori=1,2andj=l,..., after renumbering the indices i of Crr,,IJ. Similarly to Step 4 of 
$5, we define the increasing sequence of positive numbers p, by 
C.L2p, 2 G.2.2r ’ G,,,p, + 29 (2) 
for r E N, and define Qd = lim p,/r. By (1) we have Qll = Q,,. By a direct computation by 
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the definition. we have 
and more detailed argument shows that Q, is not constant for small perturbation of a in 
U,,. Therefore there are infinitely many conjugacy classes of M(g,), and by Proposition 
6.3, there are infinitely many topological types of map germs g,. 
This completes the proof of the statement of this section. 
$7. P(n,p, k; R)/TOP, P&p, k; @/TOP ARE INFINITE SETS IF II, p, k 2 3 OR n 2 3, p 2 2, k 2 4 
Proof. Let r, s be positive integers. Let F,: (R3fr, 0)+(R2+s, 0), e = (e,, . ., e6) EW and 
G,: (R3+‘, 0)+R2+“, 0), a = (a,, . ., ag) E R9 be polynomial map germs defined by 
&(A Y, z, w) = cf,(x, y, z), O), G&X, y, z, w) = (g&u, y, z), 0) for (x, y, z) E lR3, w E R’ re- 
spectively, where f,: (R3, 0)+(R2, 0), e E I@, g,: (R3, 0)+(R3, 0), a E OX9 are as in $5, 6. 
Let Z={(O,O,Z,W)ER~+’ 1 and W = ((0, 0, 0, w) E R3 +‘I. We define the map germ 
M(F,) : (9, (l,O, O))+((F,-‘(ON”, W), M(G,) : (S’, (1, 030, O))+((G,-l(0))“‘. W) by 
M(F,)(p) = B(F,-‘(O), F,-‘(L,)), M(G,)(q) = B(G,-l(O), G,-‘(L,)), respectively for p E S’, 
q E S2, where S’ c R2 x {0} c 52’ + r, S2 c R’ x {0} c R3 + r and Lp, L, are the rays from 
0 through p, q, respectively. Then M(F,), M(G,) are trivial, i.e. M(F,)@) = MCf,)(p) x Iw 
for p E S’, M(G,)(q) = M(g,)(q) x R” for q E S2. 
By the same argument as in the previous sections, we can prove that if F,, FJG,, G,,] 
are topologically equivalent, then M(FJ, M(F,.)[M(G,), M(G,,)] are conjugate in the sense 
of 93. On the other hand, we have already proven that there are infinitely many different 
conjugacy classes of M(f,), M(g,) in 55 and 6. This completes the proof for germs. 
The germ of F,-‘(O) at 0 E [w3 +’ is different from germs at any points of other fibres 
of F,. So if F,, F,, are topologically equivalent hen their germs at 0 E R3 + r are topologically 
equivalent. This fact is proved also for g,. Therefore the statement for global case follows 
from germ case. 
$8. P(n, p, k; Q/TOP, P&p, k; Q/TOP ARE INFINITE SETS IF n,p, k 2 3 OR n 2 3, p 2 2, k 2 4 
The statement in above is proved in a similar way to the real case in the previous 
sections. So we restrict ourselves to pointing out the differences from the real case. 
The keys of our construction of topological moduli are Propositions 4.1 and 6.3 (6.3’). 
In this section we define the associated map germs M&), M,(g,) for the complexifications 
off;., g,, and for those &(./A MA,) we present Proposition 8.1 which is an analogue of 
Propositions 4.1 and 6.3. In the proof in $5 the order relation of real numbers plays the 
essential role of distinguishing conjugacy classes of the map germs Mcv;), M&g,), but, of 
course, this order relation fails in @. So we show Proposition 8.3 for Step 4 in $5. Replacing 
the former map germsMV;.), M(g,) with M&), M&g,) and Step 4 in $5 with Proposition 
8.3, the proofs in 45 and 6 for f,, g, can be wholly translated into the proof for their 
complexifications. In the following we will state more precisely. 
Let p = (u, U)E @’ and Lp = {y E C2jt E IF!, 0 5 t). It is easy to see that the set 
S#;-‘(O),f,-‘(L,,)) is dependent only on (u : u) E CP’ but is independent of a choice of (u, v) 
of (u : u), and is contained in Z-axis. We denote BY;-‘(O),f;-‘(L,)) by M&,)(u : u). Then 
M,V;,) defines a continuous mapping IV,&,): CP’-+Z” and M&,)(1 : 0) = {O), where 2 is 
Z-axis in the source space C3 and Z” denotes the set of all compact subsets of Z with the 
metric in Z’“’ - {@] (for the detail, see 43). Similarly we define the continuous mapping 
M&J: @ P2 -+ Z”‘, M,(g,Xl :O:O) = {Oj by 
M,(g,)(u : u : w) = B(g,-l(O), g,-‘(L,)c Z-axis, 
where L,=j(tu,tv,tw)~6)1f~IW,O~t). 
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By a similar argument to #4 and 6, and with Lemma 8.2, we can prove. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. (a) There is an open set U c C6 such that tf f,, A,, e, e’ E U are 
topologically equivalent then the germs of i&f&), IU&) at (1 : 0) E CP’ are conjugate in the 
sense of $3. 
(6) There is an open set V c C9 such that ifg,, g,,, a, a’ E V are topologically equivalent 
then the germs of M&J, M&g,,) at (1 : 0 : 0) E CP* are conjugate in the sense of $3. 
We remark that, to prove Proposition 8.1, we have only to modify the proof of 
Proposition 4.1 at the following points. 
First, we use the complex tangent cone C,,cX in place of C&I for X E c3. 
Secondly, our proof of Proposition 4.1 is based on the fact that if C&(Z) consists of 
more than one ray then f,-‘(L(Z)) is not homeomorphic to f,-‘(L,) with L,, linear, which 
follows from Lemma 2.3. In the proof of Lemma 2.3, the notion C(X, Y) plays the essential 
role. For the complex case, we consider the set C,(X, Y) for X, Y c C3 which is the set 
of those points x E X such that there is an open neighbourhood U of x in c3 such that, 
for any open neighbourhood V of x in U, IL,( Y n V) # ( 1). Our lemma for the complex 
case is 
LEMMA 8.2. Letf,: (C3, 0)-r&*, 0), g,: (C3, 0)+(C3, 0) be the complexification offe, g,, 
respectively. Let L : Z+C*, L’: Z+C3 be flat imbeddings with L(0) = 0, L’(0) = 0, 
L(Z) C {(u, v) E @+I # o}. 
(a) Zf LxC E @PI consists of more than one point then 
C,(f,-‘(O),f,-‘(L(Z))) = (d,(e) . y/x E Zl(x : VI E Lcl>~, XY Z 0) 
(b) Zf LTriC E @P* consists of more than one point and L’(Z) E g,(U) for some open 
neighbourhood of 0 E C3. Then 
where Z denotes the Z-axis in the source space C3, and for the definition of zC see $1. 
Proof. (b) is proved similarly to the real case. We prove only (a). 
Let L(t) = (X(t), Y(t)) E @* for t E Z with continuous functions X, Y. By Proposition 
1.4, Lz c S3 is connected, so LxC E @P’ is also connected. If Lxc consists of more 
than one point, then there is (x0 : y,,) E LzC with x0 . y, # 0. Let z, = 4(e) * y,Jq E Z, where 
d,(e) is one of critical values of the function h, defined in $2. We prove that 
z0 E C,(f,-‘(0), f,-‘(L(Z))) in the following. 
Let B,O(z,) = (‘E ZIlz’- zoI c E}, DCj= {(x,y)~@P’lx # 0, d.*y/x EB,O(Z~)} for E > 0. 
Let E be small enough so that Bco(z,) $0, L(Z), - DC,i # 8, and for any x # 0, y, 
d, y/x E B,O(z,) for at most one j = 1, . . ., 4. Let O<E”‘<E”<E’<E. Then there is a 
decreasing sequence t, E I+0 such that (X(t,) : y(t,)) # 6 Df.J, by Proposition 1.3. Let Z 
j=l 
denote also the coordinate function of C3. Let U,.. = Z -‘(B$(z,)). 
We prove our statement in the following steps (l)-(3). 
(1) (i) rf d, . y/x I$ B$(z,) for j = 1, . . ., 4, then fe-‘((x, y)) fl U,. is homeomorphic to the 
union of three copies of BF..(z,). 
(ii) Zf d, . y/x E B$(z,) for some j, then f,-'((x, y)) n U,.. consists of two connected 
components (homeomorphic to the union of two open discs in C). 
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Proof. By a similar computation to the real case, Zcf,-‘((x. ~3)) = C - (01 and the 
critical values of the restriction Zlf,-‘((x, y)) - {; = 0} are four points d, ~3 ‘s,j = 1, ., 4. 
Assume the condition of (i) holds. By the form of fe, Zjf,-‘((.u, I.)) 17 {-_ #d, y/s. 0. 
j = 1,. . ., 4) is locally homeomorphic and a proper mapping onto Z - {d,. Y;X, 0, 
j = 1,. . .) 4). Then (i) follows immediately. 
Since all singular points of ZIf,-‘((x, y)) are non degenerate (of Morse type), just two 
points of fe-‘((x, y)) II {z = z’}, z’ # d,. y/x, 0. j = 1,. ., 4, tends to the same point in 
f,-‘((x,y)) n {Z = ~.Y/x} as Z’ tends to d,. y/x in Z - {dj yis, 0,j = 1, ., 41. Since 
BP(z,) contains just one critical value, we have (ii). 
(2) Let (a, b) c I with L((a, b)) n,p, D,,, = 8. Then f,-‘(L((a, b))) fl UC,. is homeo- 
morphic to Cf,-‘(L(t)) fl U,.) x L((a, 6)), t E (a, 6). 
Proof. Since Zlf,-‘((x, y)) - {z = 0) has the critical values d,. y/&j = 1, ., 4 for 
.Y # 0, the mapping cf,, Z): C3 - (z = O}+C3 - {z = 0) has the critical value set 6 D,, 
/=I 
D, = {xz = dg, z # 0). Clearly cf,, Z)-‘(K) is bounded and closed in C3 for any compact 
set K c C3 - {z # lo}, so vb, Z)1C3 - (z = 0} is proper. Clearly L([u, 61) x BP,(q) 
is compact and, by the condition of (2), contained in the set of non singular 
values C’ - {z = O> -,p, Dj, Therefore fP-‘(L((u, b)) n U,, is homeomorphic to 
K-‘(L(t)) fl U,,.) x L((a, b)), t E (a, 6). 
(3) n’V;-‘(L(I)) n v) z (1) f or any open neighbourhood V of z0 in UC,.. 
Proof. Let c”’ be small enough that B$(z,J c V. Thenf,-‘(L(t)) f? V = f,-‘(L(t)) rl UC..., 
for any sufficiently small t E I. Let s, be a decreasing sequence in I convergent to 0 such 
that s,+, < t, < s, and L(s)) E D,,m.i. Let L’: [s,, ,, , s]+B~~~~(z,) be a continuous mapping such 
(9 L’(t) # d,. Y(t)/X(t), j = 1, . . .’ 4, 
(ii) L’(t) = d, . Y(t)/X(t) for t = s,, ,, s,, 
and let L,: [s,+ ,, s,]+fe-‘(L([s,+ ,, s,])) n U,..., j = 1, . . ., 3 be all continuous lifts of (L, L’): 
b,+ I3 s,]-C - {z = O> - 6 Dj via (f,, Z). Since L’(s,) E Di, just two of L,(s,) coincide for /=I 
I = 1, . . By taking a subsequence s,,,, of s, and renumbering L, for each 1, we may assume 
L, are continuously defined on I and L’(s,,) = L2(sm,) for any 1. 
We define a continuous mapping u:S’+fe-‘(L(l))n V by 
u(e) = 
i 
L,(B/7r .m,+(l -0/n).m,+‘)) for Oj0Sn 
L2(-8/rr.m,+(1+8/z).m,+,)) for -7r5d50, 
where 8 stands for (cos 8, sin 0) ES’. 
We prove that the homotopy class (a) represented by u is not 1 in n,Cf,-‘(L(Z)) n V). 
For this purpose we prove that the homology class [a] in H,V;-‘(L(Z)) fl U,.. : Z) repre- 
sented by a is not 0. Let 6 > 0 be small so that L((t,, - 6, t,, + 6)) n ,p, D,., = 8, and 
P =f;,-‘(L([o, t,, + s)) n CT,., Q =fe-‘(L((f,,,, - 6, I])) fl oC,,. Then P U Q = int,,c 
P U int,,&, and by (2), P U Q is homeomorphic to VI.-‘(L(t,,)) fl U,..) x 
L([t,, - 6, t,, + S]). Let A: H,(P U Q : Z)+H,(P fl Q : Z) be the connecting homorphism 
of Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. By the definition of the mapping a, A([u]) = [x] - 
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[r] E H,(P fl Q : Z) with X, y in different connected components of P fl Q with each other, 
hence A([u]) # 0. This completes the proof of Proposition 8.2. 
Next we prove Proposition 8.3. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let c,, c2, c;, C;E @ - (0, 11, lc,l -C Iczl < 1, Ic;I -C Icj < 1. Assume that 
bq,,,lczl f bq&;l. 7-h en there is no local homeomorphisms h: (C, O)d(@, 0) such that 
h(c,x) = c;h(x), (1) 
h(qx) = c;h(x), (2) 
.for any x E @ near 0. 
Proqf of Proposition 8.3. We assume that there are an open neighbourhood U of 0 in 
@ and a homeomorphism h: U+h(U) c C with h(0) = 0 which satisfies the conditions (l), 
(2). Let D(r) denote the disc in @ centered at 0 with radius r, and let S(r) = do(r). Let 
t be a positive number such that D(C) t U. Let a = (ai),=O.l ,..., a’ = (a;),=,, ,,... be the 
sequences in C convergent to 0 defined by 
a,=c, ai+,=c,.ai 
ah = h(c), a:,, = c;. al. 
By the condition (2), we have h(a,) = ai for any i. Let m, M be positive numbers such that 
h(S(c)) c D(M) - D(m). Let S, be the integer such that 
ai E D(c,‘I) - D(c,"l + ‘), 
for any positive integer i. Then, by the condition (I), we have 
ai E D(M . cisl) - D(m . c;‘l +I), 
for any i. Taking logarithms, we have 
i log Ic;I + log Ih(c)( E[(s~ + 1) . log Ic;I + log m, si 1 log Ic;I + log M], 
for any i. By the definiton of s, and ai, we have 
i . log jczJ + log c E [(si + 1) . log Jc,I, si. log Ic,/], 
for any i. From the two inclusions in above, it follows that 
l~glc,llczl = lq&l, 
for s, tends to infinity as i tends to infinity. This completes the proof of Proposition 8.3. 
59. PROBLEMS 
Here we offer some questions about topological types of polynomial map germs. 
Question 9.1. Are the sets P(n, 2, 3; W)/top, PJn, 2, 3; W)/top finite for any positive 
integer n? 
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Question 9.2. Are the sets P(n,p ,2; K)jtop, PO(n. p, 2: K)jtop finite for any positive 
integers n. p? 
Conjucture 9.3. Each topological equivalence classes form stratified sets in 
P(3, p, k; W), PO(3, p, k; W) for any positive integers p, k and K = W. @. 
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